
“It may not be ‘always true that a good son // dies 
and a bad one punishes his father by living,’ but 
what if that’s how it feels, and you’re that son? In 
the wrenchingly tender poems of So Tall It Ends in 
Heaven, Jayme Ringleb speaks from the living wound 
that thrives in the shadow of childhood abandonment; 
the poems trace the edges of that wound as Ringleb 
contemplates what it means to have equated a father 
with God, and to have defined oneself according to the 
wishes of another: ‘But I thought want was / wooden, 
simple: whatever He wanted, that’s what I was.’ As they 
take us through the harrowing ‘garden / of swaying 
fathers,’ Ringleb’s poems at once confront and enact 
how the hurt that haunts us has everything to do with 
how we grow up to love, if we can at all, someone else: 
brokenly, tentatively, and as if our lives depended on 
it—as I believe they do. These poems convince me of 

that. This is a hard-won, triumphant debut.”

—CARL PHILLIPS, author of Then the War

“Countless very good first books of poetry enter the world 
each year, but only a fraction of a fraction are as mature, 
assured, or ambitiously realized as Jayme Ringleb’s So 
Tall It Ends in Heaven. A peacock wails, the devil taps 
at the window, and young boys anoint each other in 
charcoal. Ringleb possesses that rarest triumvirate fluency 
of ear, heart, and mind that you find in the great poets of 
any era, any place—one poem here ends, ‘We sleep / 
in a snarl, like lovers found in snow.’ Another, ‘It’s almost 
a heaven, / neglecting you.’ It’s thrilling to discover a 
book you know you’ll revisit for the rest of your life. These 

poems are better than good—they’re undeniable.”

—KAVEH AKBAR, author of Pilgrim Bell



“Jayme Ringleb is a master of the recursive, of writing 
that perfects the art of reach and return. These hushed 
and impeccable poems venture out, toward the figure 
of the father, toward the figure of the lover, toward the 
figure of the wayward man. And then they come back, 
bearing haunting revelations and a beauty that cuts 
deep. So Tall It Ends in Heaven is a tremendous book.”

—NATALIE SHAPERO, author of Popular Longing

“In his brilliant poetry debut, So Tall It Ends in Heaven, 
Jayme Ringleb flawlessly renders both the macro and 
the micro wonders of the universe. He shows us the 
glory of galaxies seen through a Walmart telescope 
and the magic of fungus gnats appearing as if from thin 
air. Some poems in this collection read like parables, 
others, like prayers, and each one urges us to recognize 
the importance of mindful solitude and the healing that 

comes from letting go.”

—PAIGE LEWIS, author of Space Struck
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Maybe You Are a Certain Man

Maybe you want a good man
to keep—a man, it happens,
with a troublesome neighbor, a neighbor
with a dog. A good dog.

And the neighbor smokes too much,
one night falls asleep smoking,
and his mattress goes up.
Soon the room.

Still the dog won’t leave.
It paces, bellyaching in the hall.
But your good man, no doubt, bounds in.
And you are there, frozen

out on the lawn without even
words to help. Maybe
he’s got the dog slung
over his shoulders,

maybe he’s kicking out walls,
he’s finding a way back,
all ragged and covered in slag.
Maybe you want a good man,
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but you will have to break him.
You will have to
make fire and, like a dog,
wake him in the night

only to reassure him you are there.
He must be certain
you are always there, with him,
in the burning house.
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My Husband, Lost in the Wild

He said he buried
his right eye in South Georgia—

on a dare, he said,
when he was little, beneath

one green ash of two
that mark the end of a road

whose name he’s
by now forgotten: Lonesome

something, maybe Dog
or Cricket. He said

he couldn’t love me, not
really, not without

his old right eye,
and anyway, he’d left

his tongue as a tip
slid under a mug

at a small North Florida diner,
would collect it, too,
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along the way, seeing
as he’d asked the server

to save it, and she had kindly
agreed. Three of his ribs

were further gone—one in Wisconsin,
where he’d planted it like a tree,

though he believed even then
nothing would bloom.

Another he pawned in Manitoba
for a silver bracelet,

which he wore only
when he was very sad,

and his last rib
he’d been keeping

in a safe deposit box
in a credit union

on the alien Oregon coast
where he’d visit sometimes,
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stopping often at vantages
to take in expanses of pine

covered in moss
and something else, like brine;

and the pines were tall,
tall and uncommunicating,

as if they had been designed
only to listen. His ears

he’d left with me;
I told them

everything—words
I had invented for the texture

of new moons, city names
I had given to four slender

ant colonies that had since
emerged on the lawn.

I told the ears Come back to me,
but they were unable to
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relay these types of things,
and anyway there was nothing

else to do. I took all
my tiniest veins

and pitched them
as a woven tightrope 

out the kitchen window
and hooked, with

a makeshift grapple, the cheek
of the visible moon, which

carried me away, and I was sorry
to have wounded it like that,

and I was sorry to be carried
by what I had wounded.
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I Was, of Course 

God once made me a raft of cedars,
                                                           rowed with me one night

past the clean, barbed reef until His back, from an old outrage,

gave out.
                 Beside the raft, plankton, dizzied in a snaggle

of moonlight, pinkened the sea, which otherwise seemed without

form. God grew
                            frightened and, as I retreated us to our

low island, said to me, Stay quiet
                                                      and Be mine. There, with

the simple trees, I was, of course,
                                                      always quiet, I was

already His. But God felt stranded, so He commanded

I make the raft into fire. He sat breaking cedar planks

in His hands
                       while I built the fire tall, taller than a man.
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When my God stepped into it, He paused, reconsidering

me, and then steadied Himself
                                                   as if boarding a small boat.

He told me, You know I wanted you. But I thought want was

wooden, simple:
                            whatever He wanted, that’s what I was.
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Mutius in the Garden of Rejection

And with my sword I’ll keep this door safe.
—Mutius, Titus Andronicus

There are five biblical gardens of significance, but more than twenty-
five gardens of significance in Rome

buried under other gardens of significance in Rome.

The biblical gardens of significance have not been buried, but God 
has closed some of them.

There are no lyrebirds in Rome, but if there were, they would roost 
mostly in the Vatican’s English garden and mimic the Fountain 
of the Eagle’s fixed hiss.

Lyrebirds are doltish songsters who, closed in a fox’s mouth, go limp 
even before the scrap is done.

Here are the major facts: lyrebirds must roost in low branches, unable 
as they are, like chickens, to fly for very long,

and Mutius is given twenty-five words before his father casually kills 
him with a sword.

Meanwhile, the Cantonese slang 25 boy means “traitor.” A small 
coincidence.
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Another: in my country, 2.5 is the percent of killings that are filicides.

Three of Mutius’s last twenty-five words—two of his last three—are 
the word help.

The five significant gardens of the Bible are the Garden of Rebellion, 
the Garden of Rejection, the Garden of Redemption, the Garden 
of Reception, and the Garden of Rejoicing. So many “Re-”s. As if 
the Bible keeps trying to get gardens right.

Twenty-five, in biblical terms, signifies grace multiplied by grace—
“Grace upon grace”—which to some Christians means God calls 
back his children by killing 100 percent of them.

Beside the temple in the Villa Borghese gardens, I bend down to dig. 
The uncovered soil smells like burnt olives, and I wield a toy spade

with the other tourists, revealing a fake archeological site:

buried gardens of the real Lucius Licinius Lucullus, who has, we’re 
told, been memorialized by a strain of Swiss chard—a mild and 
sweet strain, one that holds well after cutting.

In my edition of Titus Andronicus, the stage direction is “Stabbing 
MUTIUS,” but my edition of Titus Andronicus does not specify 
the number of times Mutius is stabbed.
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My father knows why five is the biblical number for grace, and he 
knows how to multiply grace by grace, but I do not.

I dig in the foreign garden, where I want a lyrebird to be,

and a fox—a fox who knows the lyrebird can fly, but not for long, and 
that it can live for twenty-five years, but rarely does.
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Love Poem to the Son My Father Wished For

If I pause some nights when the sky seems
particularly simple, the air barely carrying
wafts of the neighbor’s constant bonfires,
the stars rubbed clean of their dull texture, if I
pause to name the stars, as if by naming them
I could love them more, I feel closer to you—

even if it’s too easy to love the stars, the way
telling me what you’ve done to roughen your hands
would be easy, or how you taught your daughters
to drag after you a workshop trolley
in the garage, naming all the pretty car parts—
caliper, strut dust sleeve, chassis. I don’t know

what there is between a woman and a man,
but you know how to make the body submissive
and brave: when your father’s God asks you
to heat something small and metal—a ball bearing, maybe
a fishhook or drywall nail—over a fire, to keep it in fire
until it glows, and then to swallow it, you do. I love

your mouth for this, its coarsenesses, scabbed
edges, numb scars—your father’s God has demanded
so much of you. And now the burn-pitted tongue
tastes nothing, would taste nothing
even if the mouth bent down to kiss me, if only
to feel for a moment whether kisses could injure
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better than gods. I have opened my mouth
to God, but only men enter. I imagine them
in their homes, milling, busying themselves
with cookware, working to assemble new,
oily-grated grills, or just standing in the drive,
as I imagine you do some nights, having

bedded a wife and left a robe she loves
folded over the wardrobe door, then slipping out,
finally, in our grandfather’s mackinaw coat,
for a secret smoke, thinking sometimes of me
when you take in the simple sky
whose stars you name as if they were children.
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Parable

The newborn pig could not unfold its legs
and from its palate a cleft
ending between the eyes blinded it.

Four neighbor boys came
throwing stones they’d chosen
from the cornfield, and later,

a farmhand drew a warm bath
to wash the small pig’s cuts
and drowned it.

Before the farmhand came,
before the boys with
coat pockets fattened with stones,

another boy came, an older boy,
and beneath a brittle sycamore
set out sheets of newspaper.

He lay there with the pig on his chest
and took its hooves between his hands,
and he rubbed the hooves

as if the hooves were cold.
You’re like a cat, he said to the pig.
You’re like a sleeping dog, and
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the pig, who may have wanted to believe
it was a cat, or a sleeping dog,
kissed the boy

with its damp nose.
The boy slept,
sometimes waking

to feel the four stones
of pig’s feet, milk-warm and cleft.
The open-mouthed pig for a while slept too.


